Vintage Cabins & Cottages on Pelican Lake – The Mockett Cabin
by Dr. James D. Henderson

"Vintage" is a word that implies something old and interesting among other
meanings. In past stories in this column I've written about Pelican Lake's bays, and
some of its old resorts. While researching information for these stories, I discovered
that our lake has several old and still occupied cabins, cottages and summer homes
that date to the early 1900s. I thought our readers might like to know a bit of history
about some of them. If you know of a cabin or cottage dating from 1900 to the 1920s
contact me at james7122@gmail.com and perhaps it can be featured in this column.
Edwin R. Mockett was born at Genesee, Wisconsin in April 1863
and was living with his family in Stark, Wisconsin in 1870. By
1880 the family had moved to West Point, Nebraska and then to
Lincoln, Nebraska in 1885. He became a lawyer and remained in
Lincoln the rest of his life working as a District Court reporter.
Ed Mockett first came to Pelican Lake with his friend Gus Eiche,
a Lincoln, Nebraska florist along with a group of men who were
seeking a site for a fishing camp around 1900. By 1902 the
group had established the Pelican Lake Outing Club and had
purchased land on what is now known as Lincoln Point. In July 1904 Mockett
brought his family by train and then wagon to Pelican Lake with a group of families
who were members of the Pelican Lake Outing Club. Although not a member of the
PLOC, he was allowed to build a log cabin that year on Lincoln Point and rent the
land from the PLOC Corporation.
Time passed and by 1917 Mockett had an opportunity to buy a tract of land on the
southeast shore of Pelican from Paul Marquis (aka Markee), a homesteader and
brother of Solomon Marquis, Jr. On August 11, 1917 he paid $200 for 100 feet of
lakeshore. He sold the old log cabin on Lincoln Point and moved east across the lake
to Stony Point and built a new cabin. In 1920 he acquired another 25 feet of
shoreline on both sides of the original parcel for $150.
Although a few modifications and additions have been made since the 1917
construction, including a front porch added in 1918, and a boathouse built in 1920
and a back bedroom and bathroom added to the cabin in 1986, it continues to be
used seasonally by Ed Mockett's descendants. Set upon rocks and boulders pushed
by the glacier that created Pelican Lake, the cabin is built of pine studs and shiplap
siding. The original 20 ft. x 22 ft. cabin consisted of a kitchen in the rear with an old
iron cook stove, a front room and sleeping loft under the roof. When the front porch,
was added, the west end was hinged so the whole side could be opened and Mockett
could slide his sailboat in for winter storage. Orlo Van Doren, a homesteader and
boat builder, on the north shore of Lake Edward, helped Mockett construct the cabin
and boathouse.

Edwin R. Mockett cabin under
construction August 19, 1917 on the
southeast shore of Pelican Lake. A
front porch was added in 1918.
Photo taken by Lou Alabaster.
Edwin R. Mockett Collection.

ABOVE - Mockett cabin with
boathouse on Stony Point c. 1925.
The tall white pine tree was a
landmark for many years. Edwin R.
Mockett Collection.
RIGHT - Today the Mockett cabin
remains much the same as its finished
appearance in 1918. Three living
generations of Ed Mockett's descendants
continue to enjoy the cabin at Stony
Point on Pelican Lake. Author's
Collection.
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The author thanks Joan Mockett-Casari, her
daughter Connie Reddicliffe and sons Bill and
Eddie Casari for providing details about the cabin.

